Splitting methods for the time integration of three-dimensional transport-chemistry models offer interesting prospects: second-order accuracy can be combined with sufficient stability, and the amount of implicitness can be reduced to a manageable level. Furthermore, exploiting the parallelization and vectorization features of the algorithm, a realistic simulation with many species over long time intervals becomes feasible. As an alternative to the usual splitting functions, such as co-ordinate splitting or operator splitting, we discuss in this paper a splitting function that is of hopscotch type. Both for a second-order, symmetric spatial discretization (resulting in a three-point coupling in each direction), and for a third-order, upwind discretization (giving rise to a five-point coupling, in general), we define a particular variant of this hopscotch splitting. These splitting functions will be combined with an appropriate splitting formula, resulting in second-order (in time) splitting methods. A common feature of both hopscotch splitting functions is that we have only coupling in the vertical direction, resulting in a stability behaviour that is independent of the vertical mesh size; this is an important property for transport in shallow water. Another characteristic of this hopscotchtype splitting is that it allows for an easy application of domain decomposition techniques in the horizontal directions. Two choices for the splitting formula will be presented. The resulting methods have been applied to a large-scale test problem and the numerical results will be discussed. Furthermore, we show performance results obtained on a Cray C98/4256. As part of the project TRUST (Transport and Reactions Unified by Splitting Techniques), preliminary versions of the schemes are available for benchmarking.
Introduction
The mathematical model describing transport processes of salinity, pollutants, etc. in water, combined with their bio-chemical interactions, is defined by an initial-boundary value problem for the system of 3D advection-diffusion-reaction equations 
2) dC(t) dt = F(t, C(t)) := H(t, C(t)) + G(t, C(t)), C(t
Here, C is a vector of dimension mN containing the m concentrations c i at the total number of N := N x . N y . N z grid points (N x , N y , and N z denote the number of grid points in the various spatial directions, respectively). The term H(t, C(t)) originates from the discretization of the advectiondiffusion terms (including the boundary conditions), and G(t, C(t)) is the discrete analogue of the reaction terms and emissions. Finally, C 0 contains the initial values.
Since the functions H and G have quite a different origin, they give rise to a completely different coupling of the unknowns: in H the concentrations of the various species are uncoupled, but there is of course a coupling in space, due to the underlying spatial differential operators. In G, on the other hand, we have in each grid point a local coupling of the concentrations. Another observation is that H is linear in C, whereas G is usually nonlinear.
These observations should be taken into account in selecting a suitable time integration method. In this context, 'suitable' means that the method should have the following properties:
(i) sufficient stability; in the present application, we are primarily concerned with transport in shallow seas, resulting in small values for the mesh size in the vertical direction. As a consequence, stiffness is introduced into the discrete system (1.2) . This observation excludes the use of fully explicit methods, since the stability requirements would force the method to take unrealistically small time steps. One possibility to avoid these stability problems is to select a fully implicit method. However, the different nature of H and G, as well as the fact that we are dealing with three spatial dimensions, result in a complicated coupling in the right-hand side function F, and hence in the corresponding Jacobian. As a result, the linear algebra problem to solve the implicit relations is extremely large. This aspect leads us to the second requirement:
(ii) manageable level of computational effort; based on the above observation, we strive for a reduction of the amount of implicitness, while maintaining sufficient stability. Especially, the coupling in the systems that have to be solved should be modest.
For this item it is also relevant to mention that good vectorization and parallelization properties are indispensable to reduce the computational effort.
(iii) realistic accuracy; in this PDE context, high precision results (e.g., produced by high order methods) are usually not necessary. On the other hand, since predictions over long time periods are an essential part in these kind of simulations, first order accuracy is, in our opinion, too low.
Therefore, we restrict our attention to methods that are second order in time.
(iv) storage economy; although present-day computers are equipped with large memories, the nature of flow problems, especially in three dimensions, still necessitates a careful selection of an algorithm with respect to its storage requirements. A situation in which we are dealing with N = 10 6 grid points and m = 10 or 20 species, is certainly not unusual.
(v) domain decomposition; in many practical situations, different resolutions in space will be required in various regions of the domain. For example, near the coasts and in estuaries a fine grid is unavoidable to capture the physical phenomena. A natural way to efficiently cope with this demand is to apply a domain decomposition approach, in which the various subdomains are discretized with an appropriate resolution. Then the (sub)problems on the various subdomains can be solved in parallel. However, to obtain an efficient process for the overall solution, the coupling of these subproblems should not be too tight, since in that case many iterations would be necessary to match the interface conditions on the boundaries of these subdomains. Therefore, we are aiming at methods that are 'loosely coupled in the horizontal direction'.
The requirements (i) and (ii) lead us to choose a splitting method, which is partly explicit and partly implicit. In this way, we can combine the computational simplicity of an explicit method and the sufficient stability properties of an implicit method. Such splitting methods consist of a splitting function and a splitting formula.
For the splitting formula we will only consider second-order accuracy, as motivated at item (iii) above. As we will see later, the choice of the splitting formula will also depend on the particular splitting function that we use.
Well-known choices for the splitting function are based on 'co-ordinate' (or, dimensional) splitting and operator splitting. In co-ordinate splitting, we create a strong coupling in the horizontal (direction), which conflicts with our requirement (v). By operator splitting we mean that the advection terms and the diffusion terms are treated separately. Since at least one of these terms needs an implicit treatment to satisfy (i), the resulting Jacobian matrix possesses an unpleasant structure, due to the three-dimensional coupling; this would prevent to satisfy condition (ii).
Therefore, we consider in this paper an alternative splitting function, based on the so-called Hopscotch type splitting, which corresponds to a special partitioning of the spatial grid points. The basis of this Hopscotch idea goes back to Gourlay [5] . An important characteristic of the particular Hopscotch type splitting that we have used, is that it gives rise to coupling in the vertical direction only. This is a useful property in shallow water flow problems, since the stiffness in (1.2) is mainly introduced by the discretization in the vertical. The partitioning of the points in each horizontal plane depends on how the differential operators with respect to x and y have been discretized: if secondorder, central differences are used (resulting in a three-point coupling in both directions), then it suffices to divide the horizontal grid points into two subsets. However, a more sophisticated thirdorder, upwind-biased discretization needs a partitioning into three subsets. Moreover, as we will see, such a splitting function imposes an extra condition on the splitting formula. Combining both types of Hopscotch splitting with appropriate splitting formulae results in splitting methods which were termed Odd-Even Line Hopscotch (OELH) method and Red-Black-White Line Hopscotch (RBWLH) method, respectively.
In [10, 11] the numerical treatment of (1.1) has been investigated for the case of a single transport equation (i.e. m = 1), using the OELH method. In [12] this method was successfully applied to a five-species model (m = 5). A theoretical stability analysis can be found in [14] . As a result of these studies we may conclude that the OELH method is sufficiently stable to let the time step be dictated by accuracy considerations and not by the stability condition; furthermore, it allows for a very efficient implementation on (multi) vector processors (exploiting the vectorization capabilities of the Cray C98/4256 resulted in a speed-up factor of about 12 with respect to scalar mode).
The reason to consider upwind discretizations as well, is that unwanted wiggles in the numerical solution could be generated if symmetric discretizations are used for the advection terms. Such wiggles can be suppressed to a large extent by using a third-order upwind discretization. This, however, generally results in a five-point coupling in each direction. As a consequence of this extended stencil, we can no longer apply the odd-even line hopscotch ordering and we have to introduce three groups of grid points (say, red, black and white points). Given this splitting function, the time integration requires a splitting formula which allows for multi-term splitting.
In [7] , a survey is given of splitting formulae, possessing this property. Some of these formulae originate from the literature and a few newly constructed ones are presented as well. For the verification of the time-discretization order of these methods, a general framework has been set up in [7] . Starting with a very general class of Runge-Kutta type methods using fractional stages (called RKS methods), the order conditions are easily derived. This approach allows to verify the order of any (one-step) splitting method, however complicated the method may be.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section briefly discusses the RKS framework. Both the OELH method and the RBWLH method will be formulated in this format. In Section 3, we will discuss the computational aspects of these methods, taking into account their possibilities for vectorization and parallelization. On the basis of a test example, extensive numerical experiments are presented in Section 4, and, finally, some conclusions are formulated in Section 5.
Runge-Kutta splitting methods
In [7] a general framework has been set up to define splitting formulae. The starting point was a
Runge-Kutta (RK)-type formula.
Based on the multi-term splitting of the right-hand side function F in (1.2) according to (2.1)
the RKS formula studied in [7] is of the general form
2)
Here, s intermediate approximations Y i have been introduced, which is a typical approach in RK methods. Furthermore, C n and C n+1 represent approximations to the exact solution vector C(t) at t = t n and t = t n+1 , and ∆t is the integration step. The parameters a ij (k) and µ i are free and can be used to give the formula the required numerical properties, such as stability and order of consistency.
The order conditions are easy to verify using the relations derived in [7] (see also [6] ). For the stability we refer to [14] , where, for one particular choice (viz. the OELH method), the stability is analysed in detail. Notice that σ = 1 yields a conventional (non-splitted) diagonally implicit RK method. The method {(2.1),(2.2)} will be called an RKS method and is completely defined by the splitting function (2.1) and the parameters a ij (k) and µ i defining the splitting formula. In the next two subsections we will discuss specific choices, leading to the OELH method and the RBWLH method, respectively.
RKS method based on symmetric spatial discretization
In this subsection we consider the case that the spatial differential operators are replaced by the symmetric, second-order difference stencils
and similar expressions for the derivatives with respect to y and z. Notice that we do not need to discretize the terms c i (∂u/∂x + ∂v/∂y + ∂w/∂z) in (1.1) since the velocity field is assumed to be divergence free. As mentioned in the Introduction, symmetric discretization of the advection terms may easily lead to unwanted wiggles and therefore (2.3) should only be used in the case that the solution possesses low spatial activity.
From (2.3) we observe that we have a three-point coupling in each spatial direction and that there is no cross-coupling along the co-ordinate directions. Based on this observation, the grid points in each horizontal plane are divided into two categories, let us say the 'o-points' and the '+-points', as indicated in Figure 2 .1. 
To handle the reaction and source terms represented by G, we simply set (2.4c)
Now, the OELH splitting method is defined by
This scheme can be verified to be of second-order indeed. Here we remark that this formulation of the OELH method slightly differs from the one given in [12] . In that paper the advection-diffusion part of the equation (i.e., the H-function) was integrated with the OELH method over a full timestep; that is, using only the stages for Y 1 and Y 2 , with ∆t/4 replaced by ∆t/2. The resulting output was then used as input for an explicit RK method to integrate the chemical part of the equation (the G-part). This socalled 'fractional step' approach is, at least formally, only first-order accurate. Following an idea of Strang [13] , a combination of two of such steps in a reversed order results in a method of secondorder, which is very similar to (2.5). In Section 3, this scheme will be discussed in more detail. First we proceed with specifying the scheme based on upwind discretization.
RKS method based on upwind discretization of the convection terms
As pointed out earlier, wiggles (and resulting negative numerical values for the concentrations) can be largely suppressed by an upwind-biased discretization of the advection terms. Here, we use to so-
which is a third-order accurate approximation. For the discretization of the diffusion terms we use the same stencil as given in the preceding subsection.
Again, we have a coupling in each co-ordinate direction only, but now the coupling is extended to five points in general. As a consequence, it is necessary to partition the grid points into three subsets, let us say into 'o-points', '+-points', and '*-points'. For each horizontal plane, these points are positioned as given in Figure The RBWLH method that turned out to be the most promising (see [7] ) reads
This method satisfies the second-order conditions given in [7] .
Computational aspects
In this section we will discuss the computational aspects of the methods defined above. Here, we distinguish between algorithmic and implementational aspects, which will be discussed in the next subsections, respectively. The OELH method (without chemical terms) has been analysed in detail [14] , and it turned out that the relevant condition on the time step is of the form
Algorithmic aspects
Hence, we observe that the maximal stable stepsize is neither influenced by the terms in the vertical direction nor by the corresponding discretization parameter ∆z. This is exactly what we want, for reason formulated in property (i) in the Introduction. As a matter of fact, this property of hopscotch type splitting was the motivation for constructing this particular 'explicit-in-the-horizontal-implicit-in- A next observation is that some of the stages can be implemented in the so-called 'fast-form', by which we mean that some of the explicit H-evaluations can be avoided: let us consider the following consecutive stages
where µ equals 1/4 or 3/4, and # stands for * or + in (2.8) and for + in (2.5). Clearly, the #-points in
Furthermore, in both methods this idea can also be used to calculate the o-points in the first stage of a step, using the relation in the last stage of the previous step.
Next, we discuss the 'chemical stage', involving the G-function. Here, we easily recognize the trapezoidal rule. Although this formula is implicit, the Y-vector defined in this stage has been solved by a simple functional iteration process. This approach is motivated by the observation that the chemistry in water is usually quite slow (i.e., the Lipschitz constant of the function G is small). This iteration is continued until the residual (measured in the maximum norm) satisfies a prescribed tolerance. In order to maintain the second-order accuracy of the overall scheme, the residual should be proportional to the local truncation error of the trapezoidal rule. Therefore, in our experiments we have chosen the tolerance parameter to stop the functional iteration of the form δ(∆t) 3 , with δ sufficiently small.
We have seen that the coupling in the horizontal direction is very weak. This implies that the algorithm is suitable to be used within a Domain Decomposition context: the solution in one domain does not directly influence the solution in another domain, so that 'matching' of the conditions on the mutual boundaries can be avoided. This was formulated as aim (v) in the Introduction and results will be reported in the near future.
Finally, we discuss a peculiar property which is inherent to the line hopscotch splitting approach.
Since the horizontal diffusion terms are treated in a way similar to the Du Fort-Frankel scheme (for parabolic problems), we have conditional convergence as ∆x, ∆y → 0 and ∆t → 0. In fact, it can be shown that the global error of the hopscotch schemes is of the form
where ∆ = max (∆x, ∆y, ∆z), q = 2 for OELH and q = 3 for RBWLH, and C involves second derivatives (with respect to time) of the solution. For a more detailed discussion on this Du FortFrankel deficiency we refer to [14] . The consequence is that reducing all discretization parameters (in space and time) with the same factor, will not increase the resulting accuracy in the case that the first term in (3.2) dominates the global error. Therefore, the proper strategy in applying these methods is to choose the spatial grid as coarse as allowed by the bathymetry, the geometry, and the requirements with respect to resolution (i.e., spatial accuracy). Then, owing to the good stability properties and the second order behaviour in time, the time step can be selected in order to give roughly the same time discretization error.
Solving the linear systems
As indicated in the previous section, the implicit part in each stage requires (per concentration) the solution of αN x N y uncoupled linear systems, where α = 1/2 for OELH and α = 1/3 for RBWLH. In both codes these systems have been solved using a technique initially proposed by Golub and Van
Loan [4] . The idea is to perform the successive steps in an LU-factorization (which are recursive, and hence prevent vectorization) for all systems simultaneously; since the systems are uncoupled, the resulting loops are perfectly vectorizable. Furthermore, because αN x N y is usually large, we obtain a vector speed close to peak performance. This so-called 'vectorization-across-the-systems-approach'
for solving the tridiagonal systems occurring in OELH, has been extensively discussed in [11, 12] .
The same idea, however, can equally well be used to solve the pentadiagonal systems arising in RBWLH. We will now briefly comment on this extension.
In RBWLH we use an upwind-biased discretization for the vertical advection terms, yielding a coupling between four successive unknowns. However, depending on the sign of the vertical velocity component, the diagonal element may be the second or the third of these four non-zero elements. To obtain a regular pentadiagonal system, additional zero elements have been introduced at the 'free' fifth position, as already indicated in (2.6). The costs of computing with these zeros in the co-diagonals are insignificant compared with the advantage of handling matrices with a constant bandwidth.
This 'vectorization-across-the-systems' way of solving the linear systems has been implemented in the routines TRI3D (for the tridiagonal systems in OELH) and BAND5 (for the pentadiagonal systems in RBWLH). These routines do not need workspace, since the input arrays are overwritten with the results of the decomposition (i.e., with the L and U matrix); similarly, the solution is delivered in the array providing the right-hand side vector. Apart from memory considerations, storing the L and U has an additional advantage: in many calls of TRI3D and BAND5, the coefficient matrix has not changed, so that only a forward/backward substitution is needed. This is especially lucrative if many concentrations are involved, since then the Jacobians for all discretized PDEs (with the same boundary conditions) are the same. Per system of dimension N z , both routines require N z divisions, and respectively 7N z and 16N z multiplications/additions in the LU-factorization part. Here we remark that the constants in front of N z are larger than one might expect for a standard LU-factorization. This is due to the fact that it is the coefficient matrix I − 1 4 ∆t J which has to be decomposed when J has changed. To exploit the fact that the coefficient matrix is always of this specific form, its construction is incorporated in the decomposition algorithm. In the Appendix, both algorithms are listed. For the subsequent forward/backward substitutions, they require 5N z and 9N z multiplications/additions, respectively. For both routines, Table 3 .1 shows the CPU-times per call, and the Mflop rates (obtained on 1 processor and running in vector mode); here, we distinguish between the case that the Jacobian has been changed, and the case that a previous decomposition can be reused. These results correspond to a grid with N x = N y = 81 and N z = 11. Notice that (per concentration and per step) 4 calls of TRI3D and 6 calls of BAND5 are needed. To demonstrate the excellent capabilities of these routines to exploit the vectorization facilities, we have included in Table 3 .1 the speed-up factors that are obtained with respect to executing in scalar mode on the Cray C90. (for OELH) and 2.7 (for BAND5) by changing from single-to multi-processor mode. Hence, for these routines, the number of parallel processors should be at least 2 and 3, respectively, to outweigh the loss of performance due to shorter loops. It should be remarked that the above numbers hold for the aforementioned grid, and that this reduction of vector speed is less pronounced if the grid is refined. Finally, we remark that we can refrain from using a pivot strategy (which would destroy the vectorization-across-the systems-approach). We have verified that in both cases the requirement on ∆t to obtain diagonal dominance is much less stringent than the respective stability conditions on the time step (assuming realistic values for all parameters involved in these conditions).
Numerical experiments
The OELH and RBWLH methods described in the Subsections 2.1 and 2.2 are applied to the test problem (see also [7] ) (4.1a)
Here, U = (u, v, w) denotes the divergence free velocity field, given in analytical form (see [2] )
where we used the scaled co-ordinates x := x/L h , ỹ := y/L h , z := z/L v ; furthermore, q = 1/3 and d(t) = cos(2πt/T p ). The Dirichlet boundary conditions, the initial condition and the functions g 1 and g 2 are chosen in accordance with the prescribed analytical solution, which is of the form (4.1c) 
Algorithmic tests
In this section we show by some experiments the influence of the discretization parameters (in space and time) on the numerical behaviour of both methods. The influence on the performance will be discussed in the next section.
In Table 4 .1a we present the cd-values for both concentrations, obtained by the OELH method on the three spatial grids and for various values of the timestep. Table 4 .1b contains similar information for the RBWLH method. Table 4 .1a gives rise to the following remarks and conclusions:
-with respect to the time discretization we observe an increase with 0.6 in the cd i -values on halving the timestep, which is in agreement with the second-order consistency of the OELH method.
-the use of a second-order, three-point discretization in space (cf. (2.3) ) is nicely observed if we compare the results on the different grids for extremely small ∆t (headed by 'N→∞'), for which the temporal error is negligible compared with the spatial error.
-Since max |u(t, x, y, z)| = max |v(t, x, y, z)| ≈ 1.58 |d(t)| ≤ 1.58, the maximal stable timesteps are in accordance with the stability condition (3.1).
-Furthermore we observe that, for fixed values of ∆t, a refinement of the spatial grid does not generally result in an increased accuracy. It turned out that this behaviour is caused by the fact that we are dealing with time-dependent boundary conditions. It has been known for a long time that splitting methods usually exhibit a reduction of accuracy when the boundary conditions become timedependent. The explanation for this phenomenon is that, at points adjacent to the boundary, the grid function is not sufficiently smooth, resulting in approximation errors of O(h 2 + ∆t 2 /h 2 ) in these points, h denoting the distance to the boundary. Already in 1967, Fairweather and Mitchell [3] suggested a boundary-value correction for ADI methods to solve the Laplace equation (see also [9] , where these ideas are extended to more general boundary conditions and to LOD methods). In the case of hopscotch-type splitting, however, the derivation of these 'Fairweather-Mitchell corrections'
is much more complicated and we refrained from applying such corrections. In the present application, the 'vertical' derivatives of the solution at the water surface and at the bottom are relatively large compared with the 'horizontal' derivatives at the boundaries. Consequently, the approximations in the grid points adjacent to the surface and the bottom have an error involving the term (∆z) -2 , causing the behaviour as shown in Table 4 .1a. For the results produced by the RBWLH method we observe a similar behaviour in time as for the OELH method. The spatial discretization error, however, shows a third-order behaviour as is to be expected from the upwind discretization (2.6) that we used. Apart from reducing wiggles in the numerical solution, this high order discretization has the additional advantage that sufficiently small spatial errors are already obtained on a rather coarse grid. This is a nice property in view of the aforementioned accuracy reduction due to time-dependent boundary conditions.
Performance results
Both the OELH method and the RBWLH method have been implemented on the four-processor CRAY C98/4256 vector computer. In this section we give the performance results in scalar and vector mode for both codes. Vector mode is automatically achieved using the cf77 -Zv option of the CF77 compiling system. Megaflop rates (i.e., 10 6 floating point operations per second) and CPU times for the various routines are produced by the package perfview [1] . The speed-up that can be achieved owing to vectorization aspects of the codes has been tested using one (vector)processor. The optimal vector speed on one processor of the Cray equals 476 Mflops (in the exceptional case that a multiplication and an addition can always be chained, this theoretical peak performance is enhanced by a factor 2). These (vectorization) results are described in the next subsection. The capabilities that the codes offer with respect to parallelization are shown in Subsection 4.2.2. To that end we used the autotask facility of the Cray (activated by cf77 -Zp). Instead of running the codes on a dedicated system, we employed the utility atexpert [1] , which produces predictions of the speed-up factors that can be obtained on a multi-processor system.
Vectorization results
We start with a survey of the global performance of the codes, to show the speed-up factors owing to vectorization. Since these factors depend on the vector length (i.e., on the number of grid points), we
give results obtained on the three different spatial grids. For the OELH method, Table 4 .2a shows the Megaflop rates for scalar and vector mode, the (average) CPU times needed for one time step and the resulting speed-up. Similar information for the RBWLH method is collected in Table 4 .2b. From the Tables 4.2 we conclude that -the speed-up factors are grid-dependent; in fact, the Mflop rates are reduced on coarser grids, due to the fact that in a number of subroutines vectorization in only one spatial direction is possible (viz, the innermost loop of length N x ). Since the hopscotch splitting also gives rise to a stride (2 for OELH and 3 for RBWLH), it is clear that the vector length on Grid coarse (having N x = 41) is too short to achieve a vector speed close to peak performance.
-The computational amount of work per step is quite similar for both schemes: they have in common that 2 N x N y linear systems have to be solved, and the 'chemical stage' has to be iterated (which turns out to require an equal number of iterations for both schemes). The main difference is that an evaluation of an H # -function in RBWLH is more expensive (due to an extended discretization molecule), and, of course, solving a pentadiagonal system takes more time than a tridiagonal system. From the CPU times given for the scalar mode version we see that this extra work for RBWLH results in an increase of the computational work of 27% on the fine grid to 42% on the coarse grid.
However, a comparison of the vector performance of the two codes reveals that the CPU time per step is roughly 70% larger for RBWLH. To a large extent, this is explained by the superior vectorization properties of OELH (compare the speed-up factors). 
Parallelization aspects
As explained in Section 3.2, a few minor modifications in the code are necessary to exploit the multiprocessor features of the Cray. A typical treatment of the autotasking facility is to collapse as many innerloops as possible for vectorization purposes and to use the next outerloop for parallelization. In some subroutines, this approach causes a slight reduction of the vector performance on each processor; however, the speed-up factors owing to multi-processing give ample compensation for this effect (see also the discussion in Section 3.2). The results of the atexpert utility, when running the code RBWLH on the various grids, are given in Table 4 .4. For the fine grid, we observe a behaviour which is pretty close to linear speed-up. In the case of many processors, the coarser grids show a degradation of the parallel performance. This is due to the fact that the value of N y (which controls the outer loops that are taken for parallelization) is not large enough to efficiently distribute N y subtasks over many processors. 
Concluding remarks
In this paper we have discussed two hopscotch type splitting methods for solving a three-dimensional transport model coupled with bio-chemical terms. The main difference between these methods is that in the first one (termed OELH) symmetric, second-order spatial discretizations have been used, whereas the second method (RBWLH) is based on third-order upwind discretizations. The advantage of the latter approach is that so-called 'wiggles' in the solution are reduced to a large extent. This is a highly desired property, since wiggles may lead to negative concentrations, which are 'unacceptable' from a physical point of view. The price to pay is, of course, a more complicated (and hence more expensive) spatial discretization, a reduced vector speed, and a reduced stability limit. The first and second aspect accumulate to an increase of the total CPU time by roughly a factor 1.7. If both schemes use their largest possible time step allowed by the respective stability conditions, then an additional factor 1.4 has to be taken into account.
The motive for constructing these particular methods is that a problem of this size can hardly be solved by a standard technique. The only feasible way to perform realistic simulations, especially over long real-time intervals, is to tailor the method to this specific application. Several considerations have led to these hopscotch type methods; for example, the fact that we are dealing with shallow seas introduces stiffness in the system of ODEs, caused by small values of ∆z. This is exactly the reason for choosing a splitting function which treats the vertical terms implicitly. The weak coupling in the horizontal, on the other hand, makes it possible to treat the horizontal terms explicitly (and hence cheaply), without imposing a severe restriction on the time step. In this way, the amount of implicitness has been minimized. Other useful characteristics of these methods are: modest storage requirements, second order accuracy in time, and the possibility to easily embed the methods within a domain decomposition framework (owing to the weak coupling in the horizontal). Apart from the above advantages, which can be considered as being of algorithmic nature, both methods allow for an efficient implementation on multi-vector computers. In Section 3. For RBWLH these numbers are 7 and 11, respectively.
On top of this speed-up owing to vectorization, a reduction of the total CPU time can be obtained by exploiting more than one (vector) processor. In Section 4.2.2 we showed that multi-processing leads to a speed-up close to linear.
Hence, combining these three aspects (viz., algorithmic tuning of the methods to the problem at hand, and taking care of good vectorization and parallelization) leads to a resulting code by which realistic simulations become feasible.
Appendix: The algorithms TRI3D and BAND5
Here we present the algorithms for solving the tridiagonal and pentadiagonal linear systems as they occur in OELH and RBWLH, respectively. In both algorithms we first form the matrix A := I − β J, where β always equals 1 4 ∆t (cf. (2.5) and (2.8)). Then this matrix is decomposed, followed by a forward/backward substitution. The algorithms are designed in such a way that the number of divisions is minimized. In the actual implementation the input matrices and the right-hand side vectors are overwritten by the results of the decompositions and the solution vectors, respectively. For presentation purposes, however, we prefer to describe the methods in an algorithmic way, in terms of the 'triangular matrices' L and U. Therefore, in the case that the subscripts are < 1 or > N z , the corresponding element is assumed to have a zero value. 
